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Abstract

Geodesic Polar Coordinates (GPCs) on a smooth surface S are local surface coordinates that relates a surface

point to a planar parameter point by the length and direction of a corresponding geodesic curve on S. They are

intrinsic to the surface and represent a natural local parameterization with useful properties. We present a simple

and efficient algorithm to approximate GPCs on both triangle and general polygonal meshes. Our approach,

named DGPC, is based on extending an existing algorithm for computing geodesic distance. We compare our

approach with previous methods, both with respect to efficiency, accuracy and visual qualities when used for local

mesh texturing. As a further application we show how the resulting coordinates can be used for vector space

methods like local remeshing at interactive frame-rates even for large meshes.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geom-

etry and Object Modelling—Geometric algorithms, languages, and systems I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-

Dimensional Graphics and Realism—Colour, shading, shadowing, and texture

Keywords: parameterization, geodesic coordinates, decal

texturing, discrete exponential map, remeshing

1. Introduction

Local surface parameterization has many applications, both

for smooth surfaces and for meshes. Examples are surface

approximation [WW94], generalization of vector space al-

gorithms to surfaces [WD05, Pen06, SSCO06, SM09], nu-

merical optimization on surfaces [Pen06], manifold learn-

ing [BWHK05, LZ08], 3D face recognition [MMS07] and

computer graphics applications such as texturing [SGW06],

as in Figure 1.

The exponential map (exp-map) is a well known local sur-

face parameterization from differential geometry. It relates

points in a neighbourhood of a base point s to points in the

tangent plane at s, so that length and direction of geodesics

are preserved, see Figure 2 for an illustration. The exp-map

is a bijection in a region around the base point and has many

useful properties as a local surface parameterization within

its region of injectivity. One can consider it a generaliza-

tion of arclength parameterization for curves. It is a radial

isometry, that is preserves distance to s, and has low distor-

Figure 1: Our approach for local surface parameteriza-

tion admits high-quality interactive local texturing of large

polygonal meshes. The eye is part of a polygonal mesh with

3224 vertices and an interior hole, while the dragon is a tri-

angle mesh with 437k vertices.
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Figure 2: Geodesic Polar Coordinates with respect to a base

point s on a smooth surface. A point v ∈ S is parameter-

ized by a polar coordinate p in TsS, or equivalently in R
2

(right), corresponding to the length and direction of a short-

est geodesic curve connecting v to s.
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Figure 3: Geodesic Polar Coordinates p = Ps(v) on a trian-

gle mesh differs from the smooth case by an angular scaling

factor α = ∑θi/2π for triangle angles θi.

tion near the base point. The exp-map can be used to define

local coordinate systems in a region around a base point,

by defining some coordinate system for the tangent plane

TsS. A natural choice is to use polar coordinates. Hence we

map each surface point v to a polar coordinate (r,θ), relative

to some chosen reference tangent direction as in Figure 2.

The radial distance r is the geodesic distance from v to s,

and the polar angle θ is the angle at s of the corresponding

(shortest) geodesic curve connecting v and s. The resulting

map is called a Geodesic Polar Map (GPM) and the coor-

dinates Geodesic Polar Coordinates (GPCs). Our goal is to

efficiently approximate GPCs for 3D polygonal meshes. We

will refer to our approximation as Discrete GPC, or DGPC.

There are many ways to parameterize a surface mesh,

see [FH05, SPR06] for recent surveys. By applying global

parameterization methods such as [Flo03,DMA02] to a sub-

mesh one are often guaranteed to obtain one-to-one param-

eterizations, in some cases minimizing some global distor-

tion measure. However, local distortion around a central base

point is not easily controlled. Moreover, such methods often

require solving systems of equations or CPU-intensive opti-

mization techniques and finding a suitable neighbourhood of

a given point can be a nontrivial task.

There exist several methods for constructing local sur-

face parameterizations. In [SS09] the Fast Marching Method

(FMM) [KS98] is applied to construct a patch around a base

point, and then Mean Value Coordinates [Flo03] are used to

parameterize the interior of the patch. In [SGW09] vertex

tracing is used to lay out a grid on the surface, and a mass-

spring network is used to relax the grid afterwards. Whereas

both these approaches are inspired by geodesic distance, nei-

ther of the resulting constructions are parameterized accord-

ing to geodesic distance. The FMM is also used in [MMS07]

to obtain geodesic circles around a base point. These are in

turn parameterized and aligned to form local surface coor-

dinates at non-interactive rates. In [SGW06] Dijkstra’s al-

gorithm is used to approximate geodesic curves, which are

projected to local tangent planes to obtain geodesic coordi-

nates that can be used for local texturing.

1.1. Contributions

In this paper we approximate GPMs on polygonal meshes

by extending the local polar map presented in [WW94] to

a larger region of the mesh. We extend an existing method

for approximating geodesic distance on a triangle mesh to

also compute polar angles. We have selected the method pro-

posed in [Rei04] since it yields accurate approximations near

a base point. Other methods, such as the popular and effi-

cient FMM [KS98], could in principle be extended in a sim-

ilar way by the extension velocity method [AS99]. However,

we found that methods based on linear interpolation tend to

give inadequate results for GPCs. Our approach on the other

hand is efficient and accurate, and yields visually pleasing

results. We also propose a simple approach to approximate

geodesic distance on a general polygonal mesh without ex-

plicitly triangulating the mesh. This has to our knowledge

not been done before.

We will start by introducing discrete GPMs in Section 2.

In Section 3 we describe the approximation method pre-

sented in [Rei04] for computing geodesic distance on a tri-

angle mesh, and show how it can be extended to also com-

pute the angular part of the GPCs. In Section 4 we describe

our algorithm which is also directly applicable for general

polygonal meshes. In Section 5 we present numerical exam-

ples and applications, before we summarize and conclude in

Section 6.

2. GPMs on Triangle Meshes

We first introduce our notation and define the problem we

are considering. Let T be a triangle mesh with vertices

V = {vi}
n
i=1 in R

3 and triangles Ti jk = [vi,v j,vk]. We con-

sider an arbitrary base point s ∈ T and a tangent vector x

which we will call the base direction, see Figure 3. The

Geodesic Polar Map Ps : T → R
2 with respect to s and x
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Figure 4: Geodesic Polar Maps (GPMs) on the three types

of base points s. Tangent vectors correspond to geodesics.

associates each point v ∈ T to a corresponding Geodesic Po-

lar Coordinate Ps(v) =
(

rs(v),θs(v)
)

in R
2. The radius rs(v)

equals the geodesic distance from v to s, and the polar angle

θs(v) reflects the direction of the geodesic curve from v to s

relative to the base direction x. Thus rs(s) = 0 and θs(x) = 0.

For a smooth surface, the GPM is the composition of po-

lar coordinates and the inverse exp-map, and so the relative

direction θ of a geodesic at s is well defined. On a triangle

mesh, however, tangent direction is not a clear concept. We

therefore define the local GPM for the immediate neighbour-

hood of the three possible types of base points, see Figure 4:

• If s is in the interior of a triangle, the local GPM is defined

as the isometric mapping to the plane.

• If s is in the interior of an edge we map the containing

triangles to R
2 by the so-called isometric hinge-map, i.e.

by triangle flattening.

• If s is a vertex of T we use the polar map proposed

in [WW94]. Each triangle in the one-disk of s is mapped

so that distance to s is preserved and angles are scaled uni-

formly by α=∑θi/2π where the θi are the triangle angles

at s. More precisely, rs(v)= ‖v−s‖ and |θs(v)−θs(w)|=
α∠(v−s,w−s) for two points v and w. If s is a boundary

vertex we include the open boundary angle in the defini-

tion of α.

The so defined local GPM is a local parameterization

which maps a triangle neighbourhood of s to R
2 by preserv-

ing length and direction relative to the neighbouring vertices

of s. We extend the local GPM to the whole of T as fol-

lows. Consider a point v ∈ T with a shortest geodesic curve

C from v to s. As usual we define rs(v) to be the geodesic

distance from v to s. The polar angle is required to be con-

stant on a geodesic curve, hence we set θs(v) = θs(y) for

Γ
i

U(y)
||vi−

y||
y

vi

v j

vk

s

Figure 5: The distance in vi is required to be locally optimal,

and satisfy Ui = miny∈Γi
{U(y)+‖vi −y‖}.

any point y ∈C in the immediate triangle neighbourhood of

s where θs is already defined.

By the above definition of the GPM on a triangle mesh, a

direction in R
2 corresponds to a tangent direction on T and

a vector in R
2 corresponds to a geodesic in T . The GPM is

continuous and bijective in a neighbourhood of s defined by

the so-called injectivity radius. Outside this region there can

be singular points for which there are more than one shortest

geodesic to s. Moreover, there could be more than one point

mapping to the same parameter point in R
2. Therefore, the

GPM is better suited in a local neighbourhood of the base

point, than for global parameterization. The GPM is a radial

isometry, i.e. preserves distance with respect to s. Angular

distortion, however, is unavoidable on a general non-planar

mesh.

3. Approximating GPCs

GPCs can in principle be found by computing shortest

geodesic curves. However, computing such curves for a

whole mesh is inefficient and impractical, as we will show

later. Instead we propose to approximate GPCs by extend-

ing an algorithm for approximating geodesic distance on a

triangle mesh to also compute polar angles. We thus obtain

approximate GPCs for the vertices of the mesh.

The method to approximate geodesic distance presented

in [Rei04], is based on the dynamic programming method

from [GR85] to solve the Eikonal equation on T ,

||∇u(x)||= 1, u(s) = 0. (1)

The algorithm is similar to Dijkstra’s algorithm, but instead

of updating a vertex distance from a neighbour vertex we use

the geometric information from a neighbouring triangle. We

require that each vertex distance is locally optimal, i.e.

Ui = min
y∈Γi

{U(y)+‖vi −y‖} (2)

where U(y) is a local approximation to geodesic distance

from s to a point y on Γi, the boundary of the one-ring around

vi, as illustrated in Figure 5. The approach also results in an
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Figure 6: The Euclidean triangle update: Ui jk = ‖vi − s′‖,
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Figure 7: The Dijkstra update Ui jk = ‖e j‖+U j is used for

a non-convex quadrilateral, here for xk < 0.

estimate for an optimal geodesic curve locally, given by the

line segment [vi,y] for the optimal y in (2).

The choice of local approximation U in this approach is

crucial. An Euclidean scheme was proposed in [Rei04] (see

also [NK02]), i.e. one that yields correct distance with re-

spect to a point in the plane. The basic idea can be illustrated

by the local construction depicted in Figure 6. We construct

a virtual base point s′ with distance U j from v j and distance

Uk from vk, and let U(y) = ‖y − s′‖. Hence, for a planar

mesh where U j = ‖v j − s‖ and Uk = ‖vk − s‖ we get the

correct distance U(y) = ‖y− s‖.

More specifically, consider a regular triangle Ti jk as in

Figure 6 with previously computed distances U j,Uk which

satisfies the triangle inequality

|U j −Uk| ≤ ‖v j −vk‖ ≤U j +Uk. (3)

Then one can find a ”virtual source” point s′ in the plane

spanned by Ti jk such that

‖v j − s
′‖=U j ‖vk − s

′‖=Uk. (4)

The distance in vi can then be approximated as

Ui jk = min
y∈[v j ,vk ]

{‖y− s
′‖+‖vi −y‖}, (5)

which corresponds to the distance between vi and s′ in the

interior of the planar quadrilateral Q with vertices vi,v j,s
′

and vk. The so-called Euclidean update from Ti jk is conse-

quently given as

Ui jk =

{

∣

∣

∣

∣s′−vi

∣

∣

∣

∣ if Q is convex;

minℓ= j,k{Uℓ+ ||vℓ−vi||} otherwise.
(6)

Note that the latter case, illustrated in Figure 7, is the single

vertex update used in Dijkstra’s algorithm. This is also used

if U j and Uk does not satisfy the triangle inequality (3), i.e.

when s′ cannot be constructed.

Let us describe the minimization of (5) in detail. The vec-

tors e j := v j −vi and ek := vk −vi are linearly independent

and we can express the virtual base point s′ on the form

s
′ = vi + x je j + xkek (7)

for unique scalars x j,xk. The conditions (4) yields two

quadratic equations in x j,xk,

(

x j −1

xk

)

M
(

x j −1, xk

)

=U
2
j (8)

(

x j

xk −1

)

M
(

x j, xk −1
)

=U
2
k , (9)

where M is the 2×2 matrix defined by

M :=

(

e j · e j e j · ek

e j · ek ek · ek

)

. (10)

The solution we are interested in can be expressed as

x j =
A
(

e2
k j +U2

k −U2
j

)

+ ek · ek jH

2Ae2
k j

, (11)

xk =
A
(

e2
k j +U2

j −U2
k

)

− e j · ek jH

2Ae2
k j

,

where A := ‖e j × ek‖ and ek j := vk −v j and

H =

√

(

e2
k j
−
(

U j −Uk

)2
)(

(

U j +Uk

)2
− e2

k j

)

. (12)

The latter can be identified as Herons formula for the area of

the triangle [s′,v j,vk] by its edge lengths.

It is easy to check that x j + xk ≥ 1 and therefore s′ and

vi lies on opposite sides of the line through v j,vk as in Fig-

ure 6. Moreover, H is a real number if the triangle inequality

(3) holds. The quadrilateral Q is convex iff x j,xk are both

positive. Therefore the Euclidean update Ui jk is given by

Ui jk =

{

‖x je j + xkek‖ if x j,xk > 0;

minℓ= j,k{Uℓ+ ||eℓ||} otherwise.
(13)

3.1. Polar angle extension

The Euclidean update can be extended to also compute a po-

lar angle θi in vi using the same design principle: correctness

in the planar case. We assume given polar angles θ j,θk in v j

and vk. There are two cases to consider, corresponding to
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the two cases in (13) and Figures 6 and 7. In the first case we

interpolate the given polar angles linearly (modulo 2π) by

θi = (1−α)θ j +αθk, (14)

where α = φi j/φk j and φk j is the (positive) angle between

the vectors vk − s′ and v j − s′, and similarly for φi j. If Ui is

computed by the Dijkstra update from v j, we simply let θi =
θ j , and similarly for updates from vk. It is easy to show that

the angles thus computed are correct in the planar case, i.e.

if U j,Uk,θ j,θk are correct and Q is convex, and is consistent

with the local GPM with uniformly scaled polar angles.

The above extended scheme is exact for planar meshes by

construction, i.e. it yields the correct GPCs for meshes for

which u(x) = ‖x−s‖ everywhere, e.g. a planar convex mesh

or a mesh which is star-shaped with respect to s. In general,

the resulting approximation is exact in a neighbourhood of s

including the triangles containing s and its edge neighbours.

4. Algorithm

In this section we present the overall approximation algo-

rithm and explain how the extended Euclidean scheme is

used to approximate GPCs. We use a dynamic program-

ming approach similar to the Dijkstra algorithm. It works by

propagating distances according to (2) in an ordered fashion,

from vertices close to the base point to those farther away.

We first initialize the vertices neighbouring the base point

s to their exact GPCs, relative to some chosen base direction

x on T , see Figure 4. The remaining vertex distances are

initialized to some large value, while polar angles are not

initialized. The algorithm next extends the initialized GPCs

to the remaining mesh vertices, requiring that the distance

component satisfies

Ui = min
jk

Ui jk (15)

for each vertex vi, where the minimum is taken over all tri-

angles containing vi. The polar angles are required to satisfy

(14) for the triangle Ti jk which yields the above minimum.

Pseudocode for the overall algorithm is listed in Algo-

rithm 1. The function initializeNeighbourhood(s) initialize

the neighbourhood of s with GPCs according to the three

different cases shown in Figure 4. The set candidates is a

heap data structure containing vertices sorted according to

distance U [i]. It is used to identify the vertex which is most

likely to yield improvements to its neighbours, i.e. the ver-

tex in candidates with the smallest distance. The test on line

13 prevents nodes outside a given radius Umax from enter-

ing candidates, in effect limiting the algorithm to run on a

disk with radius Umax. The distance update Ui in (15) is

computed in computeDistance and the corresponding polar

angle θi in (14) is computed in computeAngle.

The algorithm stops when no further improvement can be

found, i.e. when candidates is empty. At this point all vertex

distances can be shown to be optimal, and the polar angles

are computed from the triangle that yields the smallest dis-

tance.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo code for computing DGPC on a mesh

1: for i = 1, · · · ,n do

2: U[i] = ∞
3: end for

4: initializeNeighbourhood(s)

5: candidates.push( neighbourhood( s ) )

6: while candidates.notEmpty() do

7: j = candidates.getSmallestNode()

8: for i ∈ neighbours(j) do

9: newUi = computeDistance(i)

10: if U[i] / newUi > 1 + eps then

11: U[i] = newUi

12: theta[i] = computeAngle(i)

13: if newUi < Umax then

14: candidates.push(i)

15: end if

16: end if

17: end for

18: end while

Algorithm 1 is very similar to Dijkstra and FMM type al-

gorithms, however it differs in one important respect. The

latter algorithms are label setting, meaning that a solution is

constructed in a single pass. This is only possible for special

types of problems: those for which each distance value de-

pends on neighbouring values that are strictly smaller. Un-

fortunately, this so-called causality property holds only in

special cases, e.g. numerical schemes based on linear inter-

polation for Eikonal equations discretized on an acute mesh.

A solution to our problem does not satisfy the causality prop-

erty, and so we could not use a strictly one-pass algorithm.

Algorithm 1 is instead a so-called label correcting algo-

rithm: it updates the solution until no improvement can be

found. Although we have no theoretical bound on the num-

ber of steps necessary to compute a solution, it is well known

that such algorithms can be very efficient in practice [Ber93].

In order to limit the number of steps we discard improve-

ments smaller than a small user defined threshold eps in line

10 of the algorithm. One should set eps larger than machine

precision, and according to the desired accuracy.

4.1. Implementation

Algorithm 1 is very easy to implement. The structure resem-

bles the classical Dijkstra algorithm, but with the Euclidean

update scheme in (13). In our implementation of compute-

Distance, we compute updates for Ui from the two triangles

sharing the edge [vi,v j]. Alternatively one can update from

all triangles containing vi, but we found this less efficient.

We compute for each triangle Ti jk the corresponding coef-

ficients x j,xk by (11) and check their signs. In practice the
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Figure 8: The polygonal face update for a polygonal mesh

use the triangle update per face-edge.

division by the common denominator can be postponed un-

til the computation of Ui jk. Note that Herons formula (12) is

known to be numerically unstable for certain data. To avoid

this one can use the approach proposed in [Kah]: We define

a ≥ b ≥ c to be the the sorted values U j,Uk and
∣

∣

∣

∣ek j

∣

∣

∣

∣, and

compute H by

H =
√

(a+(b+ c))(c− (a−b))(c+(a−b))(a+(b− c)).

The computations of geodesic distance in Algorithm 1 is

independent of the polar angles. The final computed angles

do on the other hand depend on the resulting computed dis-

tances. In fact, an alternative approach to obtain the DGPCs

is to first compute the geodesic distances for all vertices, and

then the angles in a separate pass. However, we found that

the latter approach was more complex and less efficient than

computing both in the same pass as in Algorithm 1.

4.2. Polygonal meshes

Our method can easily be extended to meshes with arbitrary

polygonal faces. In the case of a polyhedral mesh, i.e. where

each face is a planar convex polygon, the term ‖vi − y‖ in

(2) still represent the exact geodesic distance locally. More-

over, the local Euclidean approximation U(y) can be com-

puted for an edge [v j,vk] ∈ Γi, although the triangle Ti jk is

not part of the mesh topologically as illustrated in Figure 8.

Otherwise, for a non-planar polygonal face the term ‖vi−y‖
in (2) is an approximation to local geodesic distance, while

U(y) still can be computed per edge.

As a consequence we can use Algorithm 1 to approxi-

mate geodesic distance and GPCs also on polygonal meshes

without explicitly triangulating the faces. To accommodate

this the function neighbours(i) in Algorithm 1 must simply

return all nodes which share a face with node vi, and com-

puteDistance(i) should consider the faces containing vi and

v j. In our implementation we updated from the two edges of

Γi that contains v j .

5. Results and Applications

We implemented our algorithm in C++, and ran experiments

on a Linux computer with a 2.66 GHz Intel Core 2 proces-

sor and 4 Gb RAM. Additionally we adapted the ExpMap

code kindly provided by the authors of [SGW06] in order to

compare their method with ours. We performed various tests

of efficiency and accuracy of the two algorithms, with a very

conservative threshold of eps= 10−12. We used both sim-

ple meshes for which we could find exact solutions for the

GPCs, and a series of more complex meshes where this is not

possible. We also provide visual results for the two methods

applied for decal texturing. We conclude this section with

applications of DGPC to local mesh remeshing and smooth-

ing. A selection of the meshes used in our tests are depicted

in Figure 9.

5.1. Efficiency

In our first test we computed parameterizations on a number

of meshes with varying number of nodes, and recorded the

resulting CPU time for our DGPC method and ExpMap re-

spectively. We also applied a conceptually simple algorithm,

denoted TraceGPC, which first computes exact geodesic

distance by the method presented in [SSK∗05], and subse-

quently polar angles by tracing geodesic curves back to the

source. Note that although the methods are suitable for local

parameterizations only, we ran the algorithms for the whole

mesh in order to check the scalability.

In Table 1 we report for each mesh the total number of

nodes n, the CPU time t and the number of vertices com-

puted per millisecond. For DGPC we also report the step

ratio, defined as the number r = m/n where m is the total

number of steps in the while loop in Algorithm 1. The step

ratio is relevant for comparing our method with the FMM

which guarantees an optimal m = n and hence a step ratio

r = 1. Our algorithm is label correcting, which implies that

it may require more than n steps to compute the coordinates.

It is thus of interest to verify that the step ratio does not be-

come too large as this would imply a loss of efficiency. The

step ratio will in general depend on the geometry of the mesh

and on the chosen threshold eps.

In our global parameterizations with eps = 10−12, the step

ratio is in general very close to optimal, with the worst case

r = 1.25 on the Bunny mesh. With eps = 10−6, the step

ratio decreased to r = 1.16 on this mesh. Note that for local

parameterizations, which is the intended application of our

method, the step ratio will typically be even closer to optimal

than in our tests.

Our method appears to be comparable in efficiency with

ExpMap on the Bunny mesh, but is significantly more effi-

cient on meshes with better triangle layout. Our experiments

indicate that the total computation time grows roughly lin-

early with n. Note that TraceGPC is inferior to the two other

algorithms with respect to efficiency, particularly since back-

tracing of geodesic paths scales badly with increasing mesh

size. We observed that the performance of our algorithm on

polygonal meshes, such as the Head mesh depicted in Fig-

ure 9, is comparable to the performance on triangle meshes.
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Eight Bunny Dog Foot Feline Dragon Head

Figure 9: A selection of meshes used in our tests. The Head mesh has polygons with up to six nodes per face, while the other

meshes are triangle meshes.

Table 1: The efficiency of TraceGPC, ExpMap and DGPC

globally. Here t denotes time in ms. For the TraceGPC algo-

rithm, t := td + ta where td is the time to compute distances

and ta is the time to compute angles by path backtracing. The

step ratio for DGPC is defined as r := m/n.

TraceGPC ExpMap DGPC

Mesh n td t n/t t n/t t n/t r

Eight 766 16 46 17 3 296 2 324 1.14

Noise 1089 37 199 5 4 308 3 402 1.02

Bunny 1355 26 128 11 5 290 5 292 1.25

Tri6 2145 67 424 5 8 286 4 522 1.00

Dog 3716 123 589 6 13 296 10 381 1.01

Foot 5092 289 1.9k 3 17 297 13 380 1.01

Cone6 13k 572 3.4k 4 46 273 30 416 1.00

Feline 50k 2.5k 55k 1 192 260 148 337 1.07

Dragon 437k 72k 4.6m 0.1 1894 231 1426 307 1.17

Head 3224 9 352 1.01

5.2. Accuracy

We first evaluate the accuracy of DGPC and ExpMap on

meshes for which we can find exact or very accurate solu-

tions. Our first test mesh is a single triangle in the xy-plane,

with the source in the origin and the two other vertices in

(0.5,1) and (−0.5,1) respectively. Our second test mesh is

a six faced cone with the six boundary nodes evenly dis-

tributed on the unit circle in the xy-plane, and the base point

at the apex in (0,0,1). Both meshes were dyadically refined

six times, resulting in meshes with 2145 and 12481 nodes

respectively. The exact GPCs for these simple surfaces are

easy to compute directly from the definition since geodesics

on both meshes are straight lines, i.e. the meshes are star-

shaped with respect to s and hence rs(v) = ‖v−s‖. We com-

pared the exact angular and distance value with the approx-

imations computed by the DGPC and ExpMap algorithms.

The distance error di and angular error ai of DGPC was

close to machine precision for both meshes as shown in ta-

ble 2, while the error with ExpMap was significantly higher,

in particular for the non-planar cone example.

Our third test mesh is a convergence test on discretizations

of the half unit sphere with the base point in the central point

(0,0,1). We ran our algorithm on a sequence of successively

Table 2: Distance and angle errors di and ai for the triangle,

cone and hemisphere meshes. The exponent after the mesh

name notes the number of dyadic refinements.

Distance error max di avg di

Plane6 ExpMap 5.9 ·10−8 1.3 ·10−8

DGPC 6.7 ·10−16 6.7 ·10−17

Cone6 ExpMap 8.1 ·10−3 2.1 ·10−3

DGPC 6.7 ·10−16 6.7 ·10−17

Hemisphere8 ExpMap 1.7 ·10−2 2.6 ·10−3

DGPC 3.5 ·10−4 8.9 ·10−5

Angle error max ai avg ai

Plane6 ExpMap 2.6 ·10−8 5.0 ·10−9

DGPC 8.7 ·10−13 2.0 ·10−14

Cone6 ExpMap 6.8 ·10−2 2.7 ·10−2

DGPC 8.7 ·10−13 2.0 ·10−14

Hemisphere8 ExpMap 8.1 ·10−2 2.3 ·10−2

DGPC 1.4 ·10−3 2.4 ·10−4

finer meshes approximating the half-sphere. The cone mesh

was repeatedly refined dyadically and the vertices projected

to the unit sphere. We compared the resulting DGPCs with

the exact GPCs for the smooth half-sphere after each refine-

ment. Note that the latter is straight forward to compute, but

not for the approximating meshes. However, the approximat-

ing meshes converge to the half-sphere with a second order

rate, and it is therefore relevant to compare the DGPCs with

those of the half-sphere. Figure 10 shows the evolution of

maximum error in both distance and angle for both DGPC

and ExpMap. Initially the distances on the six faced cone are

bad approximations to distances on the half sphere. While

the DGPC distance errors decrease under mesh refinement,

ExpMap does not appear to improve further after the first

three steps. Both methods are initialized with exact polar an-

gles at the coarsest level. After one level of dyadic refine-

ment, angular errors appear for both methods. Thereafter the

angular errors in the ExpMap method are roughly constant,

while the DGPC angular errors are reduced and appear to

converge under refinement. The ExpMap method does not

appear to converge. Table 2 shows the max and average er-
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Figure 10: Absolute maximum errors for ExpMap and

DGPC under dyadic refinement of a hemisphere.

ror after eight refinements, where the mesh has about 200k

vertices.

We now proceed to evaluate the accuracy on meshes

where the exact GPCs are nontrivial. As mentioned earlier,

our DGPC parameterizations are applicable only in a region

around a base point, and it is therefore of particular inter-

est to measure the accuracy of our approximations locally.

In our next test we computed local DGPC parameterizations

on a selection of the meshes in Figure 9. For each mesh we

did the following. For each vertex vi we set s = vi and com-

puted DGPC and ExpMap coordinates in a disk with a fixed

geodesic radius. We chose the radius such that for all base

points vi, at least ten vertices were inside the corresponding

disk. The method presented in [SSK∗05] was used to com-

pute exact reference GPCs for comparison, by measuring the

length and polar angles of geodesic curves. The error for

each vertex in the disk with respect to the chosen base point

vi is thus defined to be the difference in angle and distance

between the reference and the approximated GPCs. We then

recorded the average error d
avg
i and a

avg
i and maximum error

dmax
i and amax

i for vertex vi, for both DGPC and ExpMap.

Table 3 shows the resulting distance errors. The worst case

errors of DGPC is approximately 10% of the disk radius on

the Foot and on the Bunny mesh. For the other meshes, the

worst case error is approximately 1% of the disk radius. The

average worst case error, and the worst case average error

are both below the order of 0.1%. The errors of ExpMap are

in general approximately one order of magnitude larger than

DGPC, and worst case error for ExpMap is larger than the

disk radius on the Bunny mesh. This mesh is difficult due to

ill shaped triangles.

Table 4 shows the corresponding angular errors, measured

in radians. The worst case error was 0.82 radians for DGPC

and 3.1 radians for ExpMap, both on the Bunny mesh. The

large errors occurs for the ill shaped triangle configurations.

The average maximum error is however much lower. The

angular error for ExpMap appears in general to be more than

twice the angular error for DGPC.

Table 3: Distance errors for vertices inside disks of fixed ra-

dius, scaled by the size of the disks to make the errors com-

parable among the meshes.

Distance error maxdmax
i avg dmax

i maxd
avg
i avg d

avg
i

Eight DGPC 1.0 ·10−2 4.7 ·10−4 2.0 ·10−3 9.7 ·10−5

ExpMap 3.6 ·10−2 4.8 ·10−3 1.5 ·10−2 1.2 ·10−3

Bunny DGPC 1.2 ·10−1 5.2 ·10−3 7.8 ·10−3 3.9 ·10−4

ExpMap 1.4 ·100 1.1 ·10−1 7.6 ·10−2 4.5 ·10−3

Dog DGPC 1.3 ·10−2 5.9 ·10−4 3.7 ·10−4 1.8 ·10−5

ExpMap 6.0 ·10−2 3.1 ·10−3 4.2 ·10−3 2.7 ·10−4

Foot DGPC 1.1 ·10−1 7.4 ·10−3 1.6 ·10−3 6.4 ·10−5

ExpMap 3.9 ·10−1 2.4 ·10−2 1.0 ·10−2 5.4 ·10−4

Noise DGPC 1.4 ·10−2 1.0 ·10−3 1.2 ·10−4 9.4 ·10−6

ExpMap 9.9 ·10−1 8.3 ·10−2 1.2 ·10−2 1.4 ·10−3

Table 4: Angular errors for vertices in disks of fixed radius.

Angle error maxamax
i avg amax

i maxa
avg
i avg a

avg
i

Eight DGPC 2.3 ·10−2 1.5 ·10−3 9.5 ·10−3 5.7 ·10−4

ExpMap 7.8 ·10−2 6.2 ·10−3 3.3 ·10−2 3.4 ·10−3

Bunny DGPC 8.2 ·10−1 5.2 ·10−2 5.4 ·10−2 2.9 ·10−3

ExpMap 3.1 ·100 3.2 ·10−1 1.4 ·10−1 9.7 ·10−3

Dog DGPC 1.0 ·10−1 5.6 ·10−3 3.5 ·10−3 1.8 ·10−4

ExpMap 1.5 ·10−1 1.3 ·10−2 1.0 ·10−2 8.6 ·10−4

Foot DGPC 7.8 ·10−1 3.2 ·10−2 1.4 ·10−2 6.1 ·10−4

ExpMap 1.2 ·100 7.0 ·10−2 3.2 ·10−2 1.9 ·10−3

Noise DGPC 7.1 ·10−2 5.5 ·10−3 6.3 ·10−4 5.1 ·10−5

ExpMap 3.6 ·10−1 2.8 ·10−2 9.8 ·10−3 1.2 ·10−3

5.3. Local texturing

The objective of this section is to evaluate our coordinates

for local texturing, so-called decals. In particular, we are in-

terested in assessing the visual quality of the texturing and

the local area distortion.

Local texturing amounts to pasting an image onto a sur-

face mesh in a neighbourhood around a chosen base point.

This requires a correspondence between the surface neigh-

bourhood and the 2D image, such that we can give each ver-

tex in the neighbourhood a 2D texture coordinate. The GPCs

provide such a local parameterization, and their basic prop-

erties ensure low distortion near the base point. After Algo-

rithm 1 has terminated, each vertex in the region of interest

has an associated approximate GPC. These are easily con-

verted to Cartesian texture coordinates with respect to some

user defined coordinate system, i.e. scaled and aligned with

a preferred direction. The resulting coordinates can be used

directly in a rendering system such as OpenGL.

In order to measure the distortion of a local parameteri-

zation we used the logarithm of the Jacobian determinant of

the mapping of a triangle τi in parameter (GPC) space to the

corresponding triangle Ti on the 3D mesh. This simplifies to

σi := log(area(Ti)/area(τi)),

and measures how much the area of a piece of the texture
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ExpMap DGPC

Figure 11: A cube with the base point on a corner. The

ExpMap max distortion is 1.24. The DGPCs are exact to

machine precision, and with max area distortion at 0.32 .

image is changed when pasted onto the mesh. In the fol-

lowing figures of the 2D parameter domain, triangles are

coloured according to area distortion σi. We let white cor-

respond to σ = 0, blue to stretch (σ > 0) and red to com-

pression (σ < 0), and scale the colour intensity according to

the largest area distortion among the parameterizations that

are compared. Triangles that fold over in the parameter do-

main are coloured black. This occurs where the local GPM

is not one-to-one and hence not a valid parameterization.

We now proceed with a number of examples where we

compare our method with ExpMap [SGW06], applying the

two methods for local texturing of different meshes, and

showing both the 3D mesh with a chequerboard texture, and

the 2D mesh parameterization coloured as explained above.

Our first example is depicted in Figure 11. The source is

on the corner of a cube, and the texture extends onto the

three adjacent faces. The DGPC method yields coordinates

that are exact to machine precision and the distortion is dis-

tributed uniformly. The ExpMap method yields large error

and an irregular and significant distortion. Figure 12 depicts

the six faced cone rendered with the base point on one of the

faces, behind the apex. Both methods have significant distor-

tion on the face opposite the source, but the DGPC method

again shows a more regular distortion. We also tested with

the source at the apex (not shown), with results similar to

the cube example. In fact, the DGPC are in this case exact to

machine precision (see Table 2), and the observed distortion

with DGPC is inherent with geodesic coordinates.

Figure 13 depicts a smooth ridge. When the base point is

behind the ridge as shown in the figure, both methods result

in high distortion in the region in front of the ridge. This

is expected, since there are singular points in this region.

DGPC yields highly stretched triangles, but the triangles do

ExpMap DGPC

Figure 12: A six faced cone, with the base point behind the

apex. The max distortion is 0.70 and 0.67 for ExpMap and

DGPC respectively.

ExpMap DGPC

Figure 13: A smooth ridge with base point behind the ridge.

The max distortion for ExpMap is 6.51 and 2.48 for DGPC.

Note that ExpMap yields triangles (filled black) that fold

over in the parameter domain.

not fold over as they do for the ExpMap method. Also, the

distortion and the triangles in the DGPC parameterization

appear to be evenly and symmetrically distributed, and this

is also reflected in the texturing of the surface.

The mesh depicted in Figure 14 is a simplified version of

the Stanford Bunny, with 1355 vertices and some particu-

larly ill shaped triangles. ExpMap creates triangle foldovers

in the parameter domain, and visual artefacts in the texture.

No foldovers or similar artefacts can be seen for the DGPCs.

Our next mesh is a flat surface contained in the unit square

in the xy-plane, shown in Figure 15. Random noise with

magnitude 0.01 is added to the z-component of the ver-

tices. Although the DGPC method is more accurate than the

ExpMap method on this example, see Table 4, the latter nev-

ertheless yields the smallest distortion. We believe the rea-

son is that the ExpMap method average out the noise when
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ExpMap DGPC

Figure 14: Local texturing of a mesh with ill-shaped trian-

gles. The ExpMap method yields triangle foldovers in the pa-

rameter domain and corresponding texturing artefacts. The

max distortion is 3.55 for ExpMap, and 1.18 for DGPC.

ExpMap DGPC

Figure 15: Random noise added to a planar triangulation.

The maximum distortions are 0.37 and 0.47 respectively.

tangent planes are estimated. Thus, the distortion in DGPC

is inherent in the GPM parameterization, and not due to ap-

proximation error.

In Figure 16 we have applied our algorithm to a polygonal

mesh. As shown, the method can treat a hole in the surface

as a polygonal face, and thus enable the parameterization

to extend naturally across holes. Figure 17 illustrates that

our approach can handle degenerate triangles and ill-shaped

polygons well.

In our final test, we compare our results with local pa-

Figure 16: DGPC for a polygonal mesh can extend naturally

across holes in the surface.

Figure 17: Our method can handle degenerate triangles

(left) and ill-shaped polygons (right).

rameterizations based on the popular Mean Value Coordi-

nates (MVC) proposed in [Flo03]. We conducted one test

on a discretization of the unit half-sphere with 817 ver-

tices. The boundary was mapped to a circle with radius π/2,

corresponding to the exact GPC for the half-sphere with

the base point in the top point. The MVC method extrapo-

lates the boundary parameter (2D) coordinates to the interior

as shown in Figure 18 (right). The MVC parameterization

is smooth, with the highest distortion near the base point

(compression) and near the boundary (stretch). The corre-

sponding DGPC parameterization has negligible distortion

ExpMap DGPC MVC

Figure 18: A half sphere with the base point at the top. The

max distortion is 1.58, 0.46 and 0.78 respectively.
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near the source point, but increases gradually towards the

boundary. The maximum distortion with MVC is higher than

the maximum distortion with DGPC. The ExpMap method

shows higher and more irregular distortion and yields visual

artefacts. The parameterization took about 2 ms to compute

with ExpMap and DGPC, and 31 ms with MVC.

In practice, if MVC is to be used for local parameteriza-

tions, the user must define a suitable boundary, i.e. the region

to be parameterized. The boundary has a significant effect

on the resulting distortion, and must be chosen with care.

A natural approach is to choose a geodesic disk, which in

principle requires the same amount of work as our full ap-

proach. In addition one must set up and solve the resulting

linear system in order to obtain the MVC. This approach ob-

viously requires more computations than our method. How-

ever, the result is guaranteed to have no foldovers if a valid

disk shaped region is used.

5.4. Mesh resampling and smoothing

Local mesh parameterizations can be used for local oper-

ations on a mesh, e.g. by applying vector space algorithms.

As an example, we show how our GPMs can be used in com-

bination with Laplacian smoothing for local resampling of a

polygonal mesh in order to improve its quality.

A common remeshing strategy is to construct a mesh with

nice properties in the parameter plane and use a parameteri-

zation of the 3D mesh to resample it on the 2D mesh, result-

ing in a 3D mesh with corresponding high quality. A good

parameterization with low distortion is necessary to ensure

that well-shaped faces in the parameter domain are mapped

to well-shaped faces in R
3. Our approach is applicable for

such an approach since it yields high quality parameteriza-

tions of a region around a source point s. Let us briefly ex-

plain how. We first make a local parameterization around s

by using our DGPC algorithm. This results in a planar mesh

with vertices pi which correspond to the computed DGPCs.

We denote by Ps the resulting piecewise linear map from R
3

to R
2. Then we apply Laplacian smoothing to this mesh, i.e.

iteratively compute new 2D vertex positions according to

p
′

i = pi +β
1

n

n

∑
j=1

(p j −pi), (16)

keeping its boundary fixed. Here the p j are the mesh neigh-

bours of pi, and β ∈ [0,1] is a constant weight factor. Finally

we find new vertex positions vnew
i ∈ R

3 by sampling the in-

verse GPM

v
new
i = P

−1
s (pi). (17)

The resulting 3D mesh T new will maintain the same topol-

ogy as T , but with vertices vnew
i in new positions on the orig-

inal mesh surface.

The result of this approach is illustrated in the right part of

Figure 19. The new mesh have much better face shapes and

Figure 19: Left: The Foot mesh has very irregular faces un-

der the toes. Middle: Taubin smoothing applied locally to

the mesh improves triangle shapes but removes important

geometric detail. Right: Laplacian smoothing of the GPCs

combined with GPM resampling increase the mesh quality

without degrading details.

also appears smoother, with most of the geometric detail in-

tact. If repeated, this operation tend to result in a smoother

mesh, with new vertices on the surface from the previ-

ous iteration. This will preserve much of the mesh geome-

try between iterations, as opposed to traditional 3D Lapla-

cian smoothing, which can be rather aggressive and remove

significant details from the mesh, and also result in mesh

shrinking. Taubin smoothing [Tau95] is designed to prevent

mesh shrinking (shown in the middle part of the figure), but

still removes more detail than our approach.

As we demonstrated in the previous section, our algorithm

can compute local coordinates for hundreds of nodes per

millisecond. Since also Laplacian smoothing is very fast, the

above approach can be used for an interactive “Magic Wand”

tool for polygonal meshes, by brushing over areas with ill-

shaped faces and instantly improve the mesh quality, see the

multimedia material at [MR].

6. Summary

We have presented a generalization of the classical exponen-

tial map to polygonal meshes in 3D, by extending the local

polar map from [WW94] to form GPMs and corresponding

polar coordinates. The coordinates are approximated by ex-

tending the Euclidean scheme for computing geodesic dis-

tance on a triangle mesh proposed in [Rei04]. By this, we

obtain a very efficient and accurate method to compute lo-

cal mesh parameterizations with low metric distortion in

a region of interest around a base point. The extension of

our algorithm to approximate geodesic distance on a gen-

eral polygonal mesh is to our knowledge the first of its sort.

We have published an implementation of the algorithm and

some multimedia material at [MR].

With regards to efficiency, our algorithm appears to be

faster than the ExpMap method and comparable to a sin-

gle pass algorithm like the FMM in practice. For local pa-

rameterizations the running time appears to be independent

on the total number of nodes in the mesh. Our implementa-

tion of the algorithm could compute DGPCs for more than
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300 nodes/ms, which makes it suitable for real-time applica-

tions. A naive approach based on computing geodesic curves

turned out to be several orders of magnitude slower than our

algorithm.

The numerical examples show that our approach com-

putes GPCs exact to machine precision in cases where all

geodesics are straight lines, e.g. for meshes that are planar

or star shaped with respect to the base point. For general

meshes the errors where small and appeared to converge

under mesh refinement, both in the distance and polar an-

gle components. This is in contrast to the ExpMap method

whose errors were 1-2 orders of magnitude larger and with

no indication of convergence. The angular error for the DG-

PCs was reasonable in most cases, although we observed

relatively large angular errors in extreme cases. The visual

results were in general very pleasing.

We compared DGPC visually to the ExpMap method by

applying the coordinates for local texturing. While distor-

tion is unavoidable in general, the two methods had different

characteristics. We found that the DGPC method resulted in

smaller and more evenly distributed distortion and smooth

textures, while the ExpMap method often had artefacts and

more irregular distortion. In comparison, parameterizations

based on Mean Value Coordinates yields smooth parame-

terizations but admits no control of distortion around the

base point. Moreover, this approach requires a user defined

boundary and is significantly slower than our method.

We also showed how the DGPCs could be used for lo-

cal mesh processing algorithms, by resampling a 3D polyg-

onal mesh in order to improve its quality. This is an example

of a 2D vector space algorithm that can be applied to a 3D

mesh when one has a good local parameterization at hand.

We believe our approach has many more applications that

can leverage on this.
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